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Abstract

A problem studied in Systems Biology is
how to find shortest paths in metabolic
networks. Unfortunately, simple (i.e.,
graph theoretic) shortest paths do not
properly reflect biochemical facts. An
approach to overcome this issue is to use
edge labels and search for paths with dis-
tinct labels.

In this paper, we show that such bio-
logically feasible shortest paths are hard
to compute. Moreover, we present solu-
tions to find such paths in networks in
reasonable time.

Key words: Shortest path, NP-
completeness, edge label, bioreaction
database, metabolic network, pathway.

1 Introduction

In the past decade, a lot of work has been done
in the field of bioreaction databases, which are
a powerful tool for studying biochemical pro-
cesses (see, for example, Francke et al. [12]).
Examples for such databases are the Roche
wall chart of Biochemical Pathways [23], the
BioCyc databases (e.g. [4]), the Kyoto En-
cyclopedia of Genes and Genomes databases
(KEGG) [19] and the BRaunschweig ENzyme
DAtabase BRENDA [31].
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Figure 1: Example of an organism-specific
metabolic network (H. sapiens), reconstructed
from a bioreaction database [32].

Biochemical reaction databases allow the re-
liable reconstruction of metabolic networks,
see Figure 1, which—in turn—help to improve
the annotation of genome sequences to inter-
pret high-throughput omics data, to under-
stand biological processes of pathogenesis or
industrial production at a system level, and to
rationally control or design biological systems
(e.g., [9, 16, 28, 34]).

Such databases are subject to perpetual re-
search and update: New insights lead to ex-
tensions and corrections, resulting in more
accurate databases and more detailed views
on biological aspects. Under certain circum-
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stances, database updates can be evaluated by
considering shortest paths in metabolic net-
works that have been reconstructed from the
database [21, 29, 30]. In the case of a metabolic
network, a shortest path describes the number
of necessary reactions to convert one metabo-
lite into another—provided that the network
does not contain so-called currency metabo-
lites, which would introduce biologically in-
feasible shortcuts. Ma and Zeng [21] devel-
oped such a database, and demonstrated its
usefulness by reconstruction of high-resolution
metabolic networks. In this database, Ma and
Zeng defined the reversibility of the reactions
according to literature data and biochemistry
knowledge and introduced the concept of reac-
tant pairs by considering currency metabolites.
(The background for our work is a recent up-
grade of this database [32].)

Furthermore, shortest paths are of particu-
lar interest in organism-specific metabolic net-
works, because they can help to find alterna-
tive pathways (e.g., [27]). The tool gapFiller
uses shortest paths to detect gaps that occur
in biochemical pathways (i.e., biomass that is
produced by an organism but not documented
in the network due to a lack of complete anno-
tation) [20]. Additionally, shortest paths can
be used to compute centrality indices [3].

From a computer science point of view,
shortest paths in a graph are easy to compute
using Breadth-First Search or Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm; see, for example, Cormen et al. [7].

However, simple (i.e., graph-theoretic)
shortest paths do not properly reflect biochem-
ical facts: Biochemical pathways in metabolic
networks lead from one node (representing
a metabolite) to another one. The edges
passed on this pathway represent biochemi-
cal reactions that convert a substrate to a
product. Given a reaction that leads from a
substrate to two different products and back–
such as from 2-dehydro-3-deoxy-D-galactonate
6-phosphate (KEGG compound ID C01286)

to glyceraldehyde 3-P (C00118) and pyruvate
(C00022)—it is possible to find a shortest path
that leads from one product via the substrate
to the other one. One way to avoid this effect
is to store the reaction types as labels on the
edges of the network, and ensure that a short-
est path passes no label twice [29, 30].

Thus, this work considers shortest paths
with pairwise-distinct edge labels for com-
puting biologically feasible shortest paths (in
metabolic networks that have been recon-
structed based on a database without cur-
rency metabolites and with reversibility infor-
mation). In particular, we show in Section 3.1
that this kind of shortest paths is hard to com-
pute.

Related Work

Shortest paths have been considered in many
settings and applications such as robotics and
traffic optimization. For an overview see the
survey articles by Mitchell [24, 25]. If the graph
is unknown, common solutions are the A∗- or
D∗-algorithms [14, 33]. Fleischer et al. [11] give
a general framework for computing short paths
for settings where the environment as well as
the location of the target is unknown.

For finding biologically feasible shortest
paths, the approach by Faust et al. [10] is to
take the chemical structure of reactants into
account to differentiate between side and main
compounds of a reaction. Croes et al. [8] use
shortest paths in networks where a compound
is assigned a weight equal to its number of inci-
dent edges. Finding pathways based on atomic
transfers was presented by Boyer and Viari [2]
and Heath et al. [15]. McShan et al. [22] use
heuristic search methods for finding metabolic
pathways. Kaleta et al. [17] compute elemen-
tary flux patterns to detect pathways.

Independently from our work, Chakraborty
et al. [5] show that it is NP-hard to find the
minimum number of labels such that any two
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vertices are connected by a rainbow path (i.e.,
a path with pairwise distinct edge labels).

There are many tools available for comput-
ing shortest paths and analyzing biological net-
works in various contexts. The tool Pajek [1]
has its roots in Social Sciences. The origin of
Cytoscape (e.g., [6]) is Systems Biology. The
main focus of both tools is on network visual-
ization but both allow also some analysis of
networks. Another program is the Pathway
Hunter Tool [26]. All these tools allow for the
computation of shortest paths but none is—
so far—able to compute shortest paths with
unique labels. Software for computing such
paths is available from the authors [18].

2 Background from Computer
Science

In this section, we briefly review some basics in
computer science for readers with more back-
ground in biology than in computer science.

2.1 Modeling Metabolic Networks

Mathematically, a metabolic network is a
graph, so let us briefly review some terms from
graph theory. A graph consists of a set of ver-
tices or nodes. Relations between two nodes
are modeled by edges between nodes. If re-
lations are unidirectional (i.e., the edges are
arrows), the graph is called directed graph.

In our case, the nodes represent the metabo-
lites, the edges model reactions converting one
metabolite into another. Usually, reactions are
reversible; that is, the corresponding edges are
undirected. However, there are a few cases
where the reverse direction is not feasible from
thermodynamic aspects. As directed graphs
are easier to handle than mixed graphs, we use
only directed edges, and model reversible reac-
tions by two oppositely directed edges.

A path in a graph is a sequence of edges,

where—except for the first edge—every edge
starts in that node where the preceding edge
ends. The length of a path is defined as the
number of edges on the path (if the edges have
no weights). Consequently, the shortest path
between two given nodes in a graph is the path
having the smallest number of edges.

2.2 Shortest Paths in Unlabeled
Networks

Given a graph, G = (V,E), it is quite sim-
ple to compute the shortest path between two
vertices of the graph or even from a given ver-
tex to every other one. Breadth-First Search
(BFS), see Algorithm 1, is known to every first-
grade student of computer sciences. Even if
the edges have different length, the problem is
still easy to compute using Dijkstra’s algorithm
(e.g., Cormen et al. [7]).

Note that BFS creates a tree of all short-
est paths by storing for every vertex, v, its
predecessor, v.father, on the shortest path to
the start vertex. Thus, a shortest path from a
given vertex to the start vertex can be found
simply by following the father pointers.

Let Q be a queue of vertices
insert start vertex into Q
while Q is not empty do

v := first vertex from Q
remove first vertex from Q
for all vertices v′ adjacent to v do

if v′ was not visited before then
v’.father := v
mark v′ as visited
append v′ to Q
report shortest path to v′

end if
end for

end while

Algorithm 1: Breadth-First Search (BFS)
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Figure 2: Magnitude of resource request for an
NP-complete problem compared to BFS.

2.3 Computational Complexity

As we will see in the following section, things
get much harder in our case. To express the
hardness of a problem, it is very common
in computer science to estimate the order of
growth in the resources (i.e., running time and
memory requirements) needed by a program as
a function in the input size. In our case, the
input size is the number of vertices and edges
in the graph. While the running time of BFS is
linear in the input size (that is, for example, if
we double the input size, the running time dou-
bles also), we can show that the running time is
most likely to be exponential for shortest paths
with unique labels; that is, if we have a graph
with v vertices and e edges, the running time
is in the order of 2v+e. More precisely, we can
show that our problem belongs to the class of
NP-complete problems [13]. It is a widely held
belief that there is no sub-exponential solution
for NP-complete problems. The impact of this
running time is shown in Figure 2.

NP-completeness is usually shown using a
common technique in computer science known
as proof by reduction. That is, we take a well-
known hard problem—in our case 3-SAT—and
show that this problem would be easy to solve
if our problem shortest path with unique la-
bels problem (SPUL), as defined in the follow-
ing section, would be easy to solve. This is
done by describing how to translate an input to
3-SAT to SPUL such that a solution to SPUL
yields a solution to 3-SAT.

Given a set of binary variables, x1, . . . , xn,
and a set of clauses, C1, . . . , Cm, consisting of
three literals (i.e., Ci = Li1 ∨ Li2 ∨ Li3, where
Lik denotes a negated (xk) or unnegated vari-
able (xk)), the problem 3-SAT asks if there is
a assignment of x1, . . . , xn to 0 or 1 such that
all clauses are fulfilled [13].

3 Shortest Paths with Unique
Labels

Let G be a directed graph (in our case a
metabolic network) that consists of a set of
vertices (metabolites), V , and a set of edges
(reactions), E. Even if G does not contain cur-
rency metabolites, which would introduce bio-
logically infeasible shortcuts, a shortest path in
G may still be biologically infeasible, because it
may use the same reaction twice, as explained
in Section 1.

Thus, we are interested only in shortest fea-
sible paths; that is, shortest paths from s to t
with distinct reaction types. Such a path may
be longer than the overall shortest path, see
Figure 4. To store the reaction types in the
graph, we use labels for the edges. Altogether,
a mathematical model for our problem is:

Problem Shortest Path with Unique Labels
(SPUL): Given a graph G = (V,E), a map-
ping ` : E −→ IIN that assigns a label to every
edge, and two vertices, s ∈ V and t ∈ V , find
a shortest path P = (e1, e2, ..., ek) starting in
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Figure 4: The shortest path from S to T is

S
1−→ A

2−→ B
1−→ T , but this path is infeasi-

ble, because it passes the label “1” twice. The
shortest feasible path is

S
1−→ A

2−→ C
3−→ D

4−→ T .

s and ending in t with pairwise distinct edge
labels; that is, for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k : `(ei) 6= `(ej).

3.1 Computational Complexity

In an unlabeled network, we can simply ap-
ply BFS. Things get considerably harder, if we
add labels to the edges and require that no
label is passed twice on a path between two
vertices. Note that neither BFS nor Dijkstra’s
algorithm are able to find the shortest feasible
path shown in Figure 4.

Theorem 1 Given a graph G = (V,E) with a
mapping ` : E −→ IIN that assigns a label to
every edge, it is NP-complete to determine if
there is a path P = (e1, e2, . . . , ek) that uses
every label at most once; that is, for 1 ≤ i <
j ≤ k : `(ei) 6= `(ej).

Proof. We show our theorem by reduction
from 3-SAT. A 3-SAT instance can be trans-

formed to a SPUL instance as follows: For
every clause Ci we use a clause gadget that
consists of three parallel edges labelled with
Lik (i.e., with xik or xk for an unnegated or
negated variable, respectively). The variable
gadget for variable xj consists of two parallel
paths, one with all negated labels, one with all
unnegated labels. For the whole input, we start
with a vertex, s, and add all variable gadgets
followed by all clause gadgets. The last vertex
is labeled t; see Figure 3. To find a path from s
to t, we have to pass either the negated or the
unnegated branch for every variable. Thus, af-
ter passing the variable gadgets we have either
all negated or all unnegated variables left to
pass the clause gadgets without using a label
twice. This is possible if and only if the given
formula is satisfiable. 2

3.2 Computing Shortest Path with
Unique Labels

3.2.1 A Memory-Consuming Solution

We use a modified version of BFS to solve our
problem, see Algorithm 2. Similar to BFS, we
store all paths found so far. But instead of stor-
ing a shortest-path tree for the vertices as in
BFS, we construct a shortest-feasible-path tree
on the edges of the graph, see Figure 5. That
is, we store every possible feasible path lead-
ing to a vertex in the tree during the search.
When the search reaches a vertex, v, via an

5



Let Q be a queue of edges
insert “dummy edge” to start vertex into Q
while Q is not empty do
e := first edge from Q
remove first edge from Q
for all edges e′ adjacent to e.target do
if e′.label was not used on the shortest

path from s to e then
e′.father := e
append e′ to Q
if e′.target was not visited before then

report shortest path to e′.target
end if

end if
end for

end while

Algorithm 2: Shortest Path with Unique La-
bels

!
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"
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Figure 5: An example for a shortest feasible
path tree constructed by Algorithm 2. The
network consists of three nodes (S, A, and B),
three edges from S to A, and three edges from
A to B. The dashed lines show the shortest
feasible path tree.

edge, e′, we can determine if the path to v via
e′ is feasible (i.e., no label occurs twice). By
the BFS-manner of this algorithm, the first fea-
sible path found to a vertex is also the shortest
feasible path. The drawback is that the algo-
rithm is quite memory consuming, because it
stores all feasible paths to all vertices.

3.2.2 Balancing Time and Memory Re-
quirements

To save memory, we tried a different solution
by exploiting the fact that a metabolic network
has many parallel edges. Thus, our search does
not have to explore all edges incident to a ver-
tex, but only those edges that lead to differ-
ent vertices. Instead of storing one label per
edge on a shortest path, we store a set of la-
bels. This significantly decreases the number
of shortest paths that we have to store. The
drawback is that we have to find a feasible com-
bination of labels when the search progresses
(i.e., when we want to add a new edge to a
path). This can be solved by a simple back-
tracking; that is, we successively test combi-
nations of labels until we either find a feasible
combination or no more combination is possi-
ble. The idea is that in most cases this back-
tracking may not require much time, because
a feasible combination is found quickly. Only
if there is no feasible combination, we have to
test all of them. Clearly, this heavily depends
on the structure of the input network.

3.2.3 Preprocessing

Before we start our algorithm, we perform a
simple BFS to determine, which vertices can be
reached at all (i.e., there is a feasible or infea-
sible path). We store these vertices to be able
to abort the search as soon as feasible paths to
all of them have been found. In a second stage
of the preprocessing, we perform a simple BFS
again, this time checking if the found path is
feasible and reporting feasible paths.

3.2.4 Comparison

Table 1 shows results for large databases.
There was not sufficient memory to compute
all paths. Thus, we compare the number of
paths found until the program was stopped be-
cause there was no memory left. It turned out

6



Table 1: Examples of running time and found paths starting in vertex 1 (XEON CPU 3.0
GHz, 16 GB memory).

Vertices Paths found Running time in min
Network Vertices Edges reachable Alg. A Alg. B B with Alg. A Alg. B B with

in G in G from start preproc. preproc.

A. niger 2547 7818 1488 1283 1369 1382 1.2 23.4 23.6
E. coli 1895 5525 1111 911 1012 1021 1.3 35.6 35.9
H. sapiens 2474 7873 1614 1347 1507 1526 1.2 20.2 20.5

Table 2: Comparison on the number of paths found in several organism-specific metabolic
networks: Total number of shortest paths (SP), number of correct/infeasible shortest paths
found by BFS, number of shortest paths with unique labels (SPUL).

uur−cm uur+cm mpn−cm mpn+cm bbu−cm bbu+cm mge−cm mge+cm

SP 2372 17038 2191 6652 6357 39552 6793 36246
Correct SP 1259 9302 1288 3929 2470 16864 2868 18460
Infeasible SP 1113 7736 903 2723 3887 22688 3925 17786
SPUL 1308 13306 1601 4577 2513 22809 3061 22281

uur = U. urealyticum, mpn = M. pneumoniae, bbu = B. burgdorferi, mge = M. genitalium,

+cm/-cm: with/without currency metabolites

that the memory consuming solution (Alg. A)
is much faster than our second approach, but
finds less paths. The preprocessing with BFS
further improves the number of found paths.
Smaller organisms are compared in Table 2:
We compared the number of (graph theoret-
ically) shortest paths (SP) to the number of
shortest paths with unique labels (SPUL). Fur-
thermore, we listed the number of correct
shortest paths and the number of biologically
infeasible shortest paths (i.e., paths such as
S−→ A−→ B −→ T in Fig. 4) that were found
using BFS.

4 Conclusion

We showed that the problem of finding paths
pairwise-distinct edge labels in (directed)
graphs is NP-hard. A straightforward mod-
ification of BFS to this problem results in

a memory-consuming solution that allows for
computing only small instances. Balancing
time- and memory requirements, we are able
to deal with larger instances.
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